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LIFESTYLE
ACCESSORIES



BE REMEMBERED



BE REMEMBERED

OUR STORY 
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world craft with hand select-

ed materials styles of minimalism and great functionality. Specializing in 

handcrafted small leather accessories made with genuine Italian leather, , 

these functional pieces highlight the human touch with high-end finishes 

and acute attention to detail. Armoir brings vintage designs back to life 

with contemporary, high-fashion, boho-style accessories. The minimalism 

and timeless cuts and patterns make these accessories live on. Let each 

piece take you on a journey through time and self-discovery, stay in style 

stay in motion.



COWHIDE
FULL GRAIN
BELTS

Our leather is selected and cured 

with great attention to detail. 

Natural plant based oils  are used 

and therefore our leather is Veg 

tanned with no chemcials and 

toxins. 

There is a wide variety of belt 

designs both for women and 

men. Ranging in sizes 30”-44”. All 

carefully crafted in Canada. 

All belts come packaged with

product tags, usage and care 

instructions and in a natural recy-

cled Kraft gift box.

LBW-CC -GLD
Available Colours: Black, 

brown,  all with matte gold buckle.

LBW-CC - $20
Cognac, black, creme

LBW-BRD- $18
black, creme, brown, red, 
cognac.

LBW-N - $18
black,brown,cognac, white,
red.



LBW-BOW -BLK
one size

LBW-BOW -RED

LBW-N-BLK LBW-N-BRWN LBW-N-RED LBW-N-COG

        LBW-BRD  One Size
Available colors: White, Cognac, Red, Black and Brown

LBW-CC- Available Colours: Black, 
brown, cognac, creme, merlot,
all with silver matte buckle.



COWHIDE
FULL GRAIN
BELTS

LBWPRD-BLK LBWPRD-WHT

LBW-STUDLBW034



LBW020-N-BLK

LBW020-N-MRLT

LBW020-N-COG

LB0-STD - $ 29
black

LBW034 - $27
black,brown

LBWPRD - $26
white, black

LBW020 - N - $22
merlot, black, cognac



LBW020-Brown LBW020-Black

LBW031-Brown

LBW031-Black

LBWSLM- brown

LBW036-cognac LBW036-black

LBW020-Resin BLK
Available in brown, black, cognac



Available in brown and black

LBW-AL  -  Reversible wide belt
Available colours : Black/brown

Taupe/brown
Black/cognac

One size adjustable.

LBW036 - $26
cognac, black

LBW020 - $25
brown, black

LBW-SLM - $20
black, brown

LBW031 - $27
brown,black

LB0-AL - $30
Black / cognac
Brown / taupe



LBSS010 - denim blue $28

LBSS010- BLK/GRY $28

LB030 - Brown West

LB040 -Gray Tiger $28

LB013 - blk/brwn

LB040 -Brown Tiger - $28

LBSS010 - BLK/Red $28

LBSS010- Brwn/BLU $28

LBSS010- Brown $28

LBSS010- BLK $28



LB038 Cognac Edge $28

LB040 - Cognac Tiger $28

LB017 - Red marble $28

LB038 - Blue Edge $28

LBSS010 - Tan $28

LB013 - Black $28

LB013 - Denim Blue $28

Available in cognac, black, blue.

LB013 - Brown $28



LBSS010 - Brwn/Blu $28
LB038 - Brown & Black $26

LB015 - Black/Brown $28LB013 - Black/Brown $28

LB041- Cognac $28 LB041- Black $28

LB0AZ-022
Available in black and brown 

$26



PREMIUM QUALITY

LB014 - LIZ - cognac $26

LB014 -LIZ - black $26

LB014 - brown $26

LB014 - blue $26


